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1 Introduction 
Polabian belongs to the Lechitic subgroup of West Slavonic languages. 
Most of the dialects of West Lechitic were extinct by the late Middle Ages 
and are attested only by fragmentary, mainly toponomastic, evidence. 
Polabian was its westernmost variety, spoken by the Slavonic tribe living on 
the left bank of the Elbe river. It survived until the middle of the eighteenth 
century, when it was still spoken by a few people in the vicinity of the 
towns Ltichow, Wustrow and Dannenberg along the Jeetzel and Dumme 
rivers. In actual fact the Slavonic language spoken there was not called 
Polabian either by the Germans or by the people who used it. The 
Germans referred to it as wendisch and the people that spoke it called it 
sliivenst'e (< * slovenbskbjb) or venst'e (< German wend- + *-bsfajb). (In 
order to help decode Polabian forms and compare them with their equiv-
alents in the other Slavonic languages, each Polabian example will be 
provided with its Proto-Slavonic - or rather, pre-Polabian - reconstruction. 
Polabian forms will be cited in our transcription rather than in the way they 
were recorded by the compilers of the texts.) 

The region is now called Liineburger Wendlandor Hannover Wendland 
Formerly, it was called Drawehn or Drawein. The Slavonic tribe inhabiting 
this region was mentioned for the first time in 1004 in the form Drewani 
(< *dervjani) 'inhabitants of forests'. There seems to be no doubt that the 
few people speaking Polabian at the beginning of the eighteenth century 
were descendants of the Drewani tribe. As far as the term Polabian is 
concerned it should rather refer to another Slavonic tribe whose name was 
also recorded as early as the eleventh century in the form Polabi. Yet the 
term has been used in this sense for a long time (for example, by Schleicher 
1871; Lehr-Spławiński 1929; Trubetzkoy 1929) and there is no need to 
replace it by another one. Some authors make use of terms combining both 
constituents, such as Dravano-Polaben (Rost 1907), Drzewianie Polabscy 
(Lehr-Spławiński and Polański 1962), lingua dravaenopolabica (Olesch 
1983-7). 

At the turn of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Polabian 
language was in the process of dying. Christian Hennig von Jessen, one of 
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Map 14.1 The region of Drawehn 
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the recorders of Polabian, in the introduction to his Vocabularium 
Venedicum, states that only a few of the old people still spoke Polabian 
and goes on to predict that within twenty, or at most thirty, years, when the 
old people had died, the Polabian language would cease to exist. This was 
written about 1710. 

The recorded Polabian material is highly fragmentary. It includes 
roughly 2,800 lexical items, the majority of which are registered in one 
grammatical form, not necessarily the basic one. Quite a number of words 
are cited misleadingly as basic units, for they must have been taken by the 
compilers out of a broader context, for example, leta (LOC SG) 'summer', 
starne (DAT SG) 'side' f rom vđ leta (< *\>ъ lete) 'in summer' , kđ starne 
(< *къ storne) 'to the side, aside', respectively. 

The paucity of the Polabian written records and all kinds of incon-
sistencies encountered in them invited some scholars to take liberties with 
the texts and speculate freely on the sounds and forms of Polabian. This 
generated a number of conflicting hypotheses concerning the phonology 
and almost all parts of Polabian grammar. However, a more careful exam-
ination of the Polabian records, carried out since the 1920s, shows that 
their notation was far more regular than previously assumed. 

The most important sources of Polabian are: (a) Johann Parum 
Schultze's Chronicle with a German-Polabian glossary. Parum Schultze 
was the only Polabian among the compilers of the Polabian texts, (b) 
Hennig von Jessen's Vocabularium Venedicum, the most comprehensive 
and systematic of the Polabian texts; (c) Pfeffinger's Vocabulaire Vandale. 
These and practically all the rest were published by Rost (1907). All avail-
able Polabian material has been very carefully republished by Olesch 
(1959, 1962, 1967). 

Polabian was exposed to the influence of the German language, in the 
first place to the Low German variety, from the Middle Ages to the final 
period of its existence. Most German loan-words can be traced to Middle 
Low German. German loan-words constitute about 20 per cent of the 
recorded lexicon. These were not only phonologically assimilated, but most 
of them were also morphologically adapted to the grammatical system of 
Polabian, being inflected according to the native paradigms as well as often 
provided with native prefixes or suffixes, for example, brind'oje 
(< "(German bring-)-ajetb) 'brings', krauckote (< "(Middle Low German 
kriice-)-katbjb) 'crossed, cross'. 

There were a number of German caiques in Polabian, for example, v& 
janii(< *vbjedhno) 'together' (compare German in ems'together'), dirzol-
sa vitpaivo(< *dxzah> sę ( v)otb piva) ' (he) has abstained f rom beer ' (com-
pare German sich enthalten vom Biere), jopt'e-dpb (< *]аЫъко-крЬъ) 
'apple-tree' (compare German Apfelbaum), jisin-mond(< *jesenb (mond 
from Middle Low German mand)) 'September' (compare the German 
Herbstmonat). 
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In addition to the lexicon, German influence also affected Polabian 
grammar. Low German has been claimed as the source of the Polabian 
mixing of the dative and the accusative, as in mome jim (< *jbmamy jemu) 
'we have him' (instead of mome jeg < *jbmamy jego). One type of Polabian 
passive construction employed the Low German auxiliary verb werden (see 
3.2.1). On the German model Polabian developed separable compound 
verbs using both German and Polabian prefixes-particles (see 3.3.3). The 
new perfect-tense forms with the auxiliary verbs bait (< *byti) or met 
(< *jbmeti) are another example of German influence upon Polabian 
grammar, for instance, jęi vapodene(< *jestb vhpadervhjh) '(he) has fallen 
in', van mo nodena (< * ( У ) О Л Ъ jbmajetb najbdenoje) 'he has won'. Here 
we should mention forms with sa (< *ST>) plus the instrumental, which 
completely replaced the instrumental without preposition (see 3.1.2). 

Polabian also borrowed from German such grammatical elements as the 
personal pronoun jai 'you (2 PL)' (from Middle Low German y7), the 
conjunction un 'and' (from Middle Low German un), the adverb din 'also' 
(from Middle Low German den). 

Along with the Slavonic impersonal constructions of the type grame 
(< *grbmitb) 'it thunders', gramolił (< *grbmelo) 'it thundered' we also 
encounter tii grame, til gramolu (< *to grbmitb, *to grbmelo) on the 
German model es donnert, es hat gedonnert. Most probably, too, here 
belong the constructions of the typ ka plus the dative of the verbal sub-
stantive, which seem to have been formed on the model of German 
expressions zu plus the infinitive; compare van mo ka perdoje (< ( У ) О Л Ъ 
jbmajetb къ perdaji) and German er hat zu verkaufen 'he has for sale', ne-
mam nic ka vaidone (< *ne jbmamb nečbso къ vydanbju) and German ich 
habe nichts auszugeben 'I have nothing to give away'. 

2 Phonology 

2.1 Segmental phoneme inventory 
The segmental phonemes of Polabian are represented in table 14.1. 

The letter e stands for the closed e. The vowels и, о and a were the 
rounded counterparts of i, e and a, respectively, that is, u was front, high, 
rounded, о was front, mid, rounded and a was back, low, rounded. 

The nasal vowels when followed by occlusive consonants tended to 
develop a homorganic nasal consonant before a stop, as can be seen from 
recordings of the type Dumb (= dęb < *ф&ъ) 'oak, tree', Stumpó (= stępo 
< *stppa) 'mortar' versus Punt (= pęt < *pętb) 'road, way' Se/wm/(= zelęd 
< *zelędb) 'acorn'. 

In contradistinction to Polish, Polabian preserved the voiced/voiceless 
opposition at the end of a word: laug (< *lugb) 'meadow near a river' 
versus lauk (< *1икъ) 'garlic'. 
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Table 14.1 Segmental phonemes 

Vowels 
Oral 
Non-reduced 
Monophthongs Diphthongs 

Nasal 
Reduced 

ai ki au ? 9 

e о о 
a к 

Consonants 
Bilabial Labio-dental Dental Alveolar Palatal Post-palatal Velar 

Obstruents p 
P 

Affricates 
Fricatives 

b 
b 

f v 
- v 

Nasals 

Laterals 

Trills 

Semi-vowel 

t d t' d' 

* 3 
ś ź 

k g 

The alveolar i listed in the consonantal part of table 14.1 represents the 
consonant occurring mainly in German loan-words, for example, šopo 
(Middle Low German schape) 'frying pan', šopat (Middle Low German 
schapen) 'to create'. Polabian is said to have changed the original con-
sonants č, z, š into c, z, s, compare coso (< *čaša) 'bowl', zobo (< *zaba) 
'frog', cise(< *češetb) 'combs'. The phenomenon is referred to as 'Polabian 
mazurzenie' (after a similar phenomenon in some Polish dialects). In actual 
fact, however, one of the Polabian dialects had preserved remnants of the 
original distinction between č, ž, š and c, z, s. In Pfeffinger's glossary quite 
a few forms are noted with the letter combinations tsch, dsch for č, and sch 
for š or z, compare Tócatsch = tđkač(< *гъкась) 'weaver', Dschela = čela 
(< *Ьъсе1а) 'bee ' , Deuscha = daiša (< *duša) 'soul', schribang = zribft 
(< *zerbf) 'colt, foal' (compare Małecki 1937: 32ff.; Trubetzkoy 1929: 83-
8). 

The Polabian consonantal system made ample use of the opposition of 
hard and soft (palatal or palatalized) consonants. Except for /and š, whose 
role in this system was marginal as they appeared only in German loan-
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words, all the other hard consonants had their soft counterparts. Several 
points, however, need explanation here. The soft consonants t' and d' 
served as the palatalized counterparts for both the dental d and velar к, 
g: compare, on the one hand, tpgnpt(< *tęgnpti) Чо pull' / t'pg(< 
'ascent', detę (< *detę) 'child' / d'otka (< *detbka) little child' and, on the 
other hand, vilka (< *velikaja) 'big' / vilt'a (< *velikoje) 'big', dauga 
(< *djgaja) 'long' / dauda (< *d(goje) 'long'. But the palatalized dental 
and velar fricatives differed in quality: compare, on the one hand, disfit 
(< * desętb) '10 ' / diśpte(< *desętbjb) ' tenth' and, on the other hand, blaxa 
(< *Ыъха) 'flea' / sauxe(< *suxbjb) 'dry'. 

The Polabian language of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries did not have quantity proper, that is, it did not distinguish 
between long and short vowels. On the other hand, apart from full vowels 
and diphthongs it possessed reduced vowels (marked a and e). The oppo-
sition between non-reduced and reduced vowels was conditioned by stress, 
which was on the final or on the penultimate syllable (see below). Vowels 
in stressed (= tonic) or immediately pre-tonic syllables did not undergo 
reduction, for example, zobó(< *žaba) 'frog', nidela(< * nedelja) 'Sunday'. 
Such syllables are referred to as strong. Reduction regularly affected post-
tonic syllables and, optionally, syllables occurring between the main and 
the secondary stress (the latter here marked v), compare zine(< *ienetb) 
'drives', bledaića (< * bledica) 'paleness', pptarii (< * pętero) '5 ' . The secon-
dary stress most frequently fell on the antepenultimate syllable in poly-
syllabic words with final stress. Syllables in which reduction occurred are 
referred to as weak. Nasal vowels were usually non-reduced: postilp 
(< *posteljp (ACC SG)) 'bed', rękę (< *rpkp (ACC SG)) 'hand'. However, 
p could optionally undergo denasalization and reduction, compare jó cę 
or jó ca (< *ja xbtjp) 'I want', sa luda (< *$ъ oldbjejp) 'by boat'. The reflex-
ive particle * sę always appears in the reduced form: mait-sa(< *mytisę) 'to 
wash onself', biiji-sa (< *bojitb sę) 'is afraid'. 

It follows that the place of stress in Polabian can always be predicted 
from the distribution of non-reduced and reduced vowels in an accentual 
complex, that is, in a word with or without enclitics and proclitics: if the 
final syllable was non-reduced, it must have carried the stress, if it was 
reduced, the stress was on the penultimate syllable (see Trubetzkoy 1929: 
77-84). Therefore, from now on the place of stress will not be marked. 

The reduction of vowels resembles the Russian akarie (see chapter 15, 
section 2.1) in that it neutralized most vowel oppositions (including the 
diphthongs) replacing them by the opposition between the high and low 
reduced vowels (č and a), compare ote in coso(< *čaša) 'bowl, cup' and va 
niise (< * vb nose) 'in the nose' versus zena (< * zena) 'woman, wife' and va 
leta(< *vb lete) 'in summer ' ; й/i in nebu(< *nebo) 'sky, heaven' and puli 
(< * polje) 'field' versus rišete (< * rešeto) 'sieve, sifter' and zile (< * zelje) 
'grass'; ai/ai/au in bait (< *biti) ' to beat ' , bdit (< *byti) ' to be' , mauxo (< 
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*muxa) 'fly' versus dibet (< *ubiti) Чо kill', sđmčt (< *sbmyti) Чо wash 
off ' , kltibek (< *к1оЬикъ) 'hat ' . 

The Proto-Lechitic change of *e > a and *f > p before the hard dentals 
(s, z, ty d, r, I) is evident also in Polabian. The new vowels a and p 
developed in the same way as the original vowels *a and *p (see below). 

Initial *o~ and *u- (except for the preposition-prefix *u) developed a 
prothetic w, which later changed into v, for example vdgord (< *ogordъ) 
'garden', vdknii(< *okno) 'window', vausta(< *usta) 'mouth ' . 

In early Polabian the hard syllabic f changed into ar, the soft syllabic f 
into 'ar (before hard dentals) or ir > er (elsewhere), the hard and soft 
syllabic /, / fell together and most probably yielded ul The subsequent 
changes were ar > or, 'ar > 'or (softening the preceding consonant), er > ar, 
and ul > au/u (the latter variant in Parum Schultze's and Pfeffinger's 
dialects): *b{ie > borz 'sooner' , *grnъkъ > gornak 'milk pot ' , *brdo > 
bordii 'flax swingle', *vfba > varba 'willow', *tfstbjb > tauste/tuste ' thick', 
* v\kb > vauk/vuk 'wolf ' . 

The Proto-SIavonic diphthongs orC, olC underwent metathesis and in 
early Polabian yielded raC (if long, or, in other terms, acute), roC (if short, 
or, in other terms, circumflex), la С (if long), loC (if short). Later, the 
vowels a, о evolved like a, oof non-diphthongal origin, for example, *ormę 
> ramą 'arm, shoulder', *ordlo > rddlii 'hookplough' , *orsti > riist ' to grow', 
*orkytbno > riit'aitne 'osier', *olbo > Lobti 'Elbe' , *oldbjejp > liidą 'by 
boat'. 

The sequence CelC coalesced with ColC yielding ClđC; the com-
bination CerC changed into CreC (e later developed like the same vowel 
of non-diphthongal origin); the CorC group gave the same result as the 
original hard syllabic f, that is, or: *melti > mlđt 'to grind', *golva > glava 
'head' , *berza > breza 'birch', *na berzine > no brizaina 'birchwood' (name 
of part of a village), *korva > korvo 'cow'. 

The Proto-SIavonic jers were vocalized or lost, depending on whether 
they were in a strong or weak position. The treatment of the Polabian weak 
jers differed, however, from that of the weak jers in other Slavonic 
languages. The Proto-SIavonic weak jers in the initial syllable of a word 
were treated in Polabian as strong when originally stressed or immediately 
pre-tonic. This means that the jers in Polabian were vocalized in the initial 
syllable of all originally disyllabic words and of most polysyllabic ones. 

The result of vocalization was not uniform and depended on the 
environment. The strong back jer (ъ), when after к, g, x and followed by 
an originally fronted consonant, developed into e, elsewhere into č, for 
example, nud'et(< * nogbtb) 'fingernail, toenail', lut'et(< *olfcbtb) 'elbow', 
vđs(< *vbšb) ' louse', sdpat(< *5ъраН) ' to sleep', kđtu (< *къю) 'who \ 

The strong front jer vocalized into'd when followed by originally hard 
consonants and into a elsewhere: mdgla (< *mbgla) 'fog', pds (< *pbsb) 
'dog', pasai (< *pbsi) 'dogs', pan (< *рьпь) 'stump'. However, the initial 
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*/ь-sequence yielded jai~ when originally stressed: jaimfi (< *ji>mę) 'name', 
jaid'u(< *jb'go) 'yoke'. When unstressed and followed by hard consonants, 
it gave ja-, when unstressed elsewhere, je-, for example, jakra (< *jbkra) 
'roe', jever (< *jbverb) 'shaving, chip'. Examples of the loss of the weak 
jers in word-internal position are janti (< *jedbno) 'one', motka 
(< *matbka) 'bitch'. Examples of the loss of the weak jers in the originally 
unstressed initial syllable: cela (< *Ьъсе1а) 'bee', dtijoce (< *dbvojačbjb) 
' twofold', tore(< *vbtori>jb) 'other' . 

The vowel *a (both original and from *e) changed into о in strong 
positions and into a in weak positions: *mera > mara > moro 'measure', *na 
> no 'on' , *leto > *l'ato > I'otu 'summer; year', *zena > zena 'woman; wife', 
*рекагь > pekar 'baker'. But the initial *ra- sequence yielded ra- \ *rana > 
rano 'wound', *radostb > rddust 'wedding'. 

The vowel *e, unless followed by originally hard dentals, evolved into e 
in strong positions and into a in weak ones: * mešati > mesat 'to mix', *na 
svete > no svate 'in the world', * vbne > vana 'outside'. 

The vowel *o in strong positions evolved into о when followed by 
originally hard dentals (s, z, d, t, n, r, /) or r, and into и elsewhere: *lono > 
Ionu 'bosom', * smola > smola 'resin; Hell', * vb smole > va smiile 'in Hell', 
*(v)pgorb > vpd'or'eel'. But in the sequence *vo(whether with original or 
prothetic v) the vowel in strong positions changed into a before orig-
inally hard consonants and into / elsewhere: > wt/'ox', *voda > vada 
'water', *опъ > van 'he' , *oko > vat'ii 'eye', *(v)ovbsъ > vivas 'oats', 
*(v)ovbca > vica 'sheep, ewe'. In the respective weak positions the results 
were: a and e, for example, *iivotb > zaivat 'life; stomach', *vysofo > 
vaisek 'high', * rešeto > rišete 'sieve'. 

The vowel *e in strong positions gave e when followed by hard con-
sonants, and / elsewhere: *nebo > nebii 'sky; Heaven', * polje > puli 'field', 
*grebenb > gribin 'comb; rooster's comb'. In weak positions it reduced to a 
and e, respectively: *na nebo > no nabii ' to Heaven', *5Ъ nebeśa (instead of 
*nebese) > sd nibeśo ' f rom Heaven', *tęgnetb > tągne 'pulls, stretches'. Yet, 
in the word-initial combination *je~ before hard dentals *e yielded a, for 
example, *jedla > jadla 'fir tree', *jedъnъ (instead of *jedьnъ) > jadan 
'one'. 

The development of the vowels *o in prefixes or prepositions 
departed from the regular processes irrespective of the following sounds, 
for example, *podъ > pud 'under', *( v)obb > vib 'around, about', *реЫъ > 
prid 'in front of, before', *репъ > priz 'through; without'. 

The nasal vowel (unless followed by hard dentals, see above) evolved 
into ft, for example, *pftb > pęit 'five', *detp > detp 'child'. When preceded 
by a soft consonant, the nasal vowel *p changed into *^and then evolved in 
the same way as original *ę, for example, *zbrjp > zarp 'I look', *plfšptb > 
pląsęt '(they) dance'. Elsewhere, it remained a back nasal: *mpka > mpka 
'flour, meal', *каръкр > kopkp 'drop (ACC SG)'. 
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The high vowels */, *y, *u were diphthongized in strong positions: */ > 
ai, *У > ai, *u > au or ai. The latter result obtained in the preposition or 
prefix in the position before labials and in all forms in the dialect repre-
sented by Parum Schultze and Pfeffinger. Examples: * biti > bait 'to beat', 
*<1утъ > dđim 'smoke' , *korvy > korvai 'cows', *u sebe > ai sibe 'on 
oneself ' , *ulomiti > ailumet ' to break off ' , *gumbno > daimne ' f a rm, 
homestead', *muxa > mauxo/maixo 'fly'. However, the sequences *ky, *gy, 
*xy evolved into t'ai, d'ai, xai (most probably through the intermediate 
stage *ki, *gi, *xi) and the vowels i, у changed into a when followed by r 
and into a when followed by the hard /, compare cart'ai (< *crky) 'church', 
t'enad'aina (< *kwęgyńa instead of *fonęgyni) 'noblewoman' , vrexai 
(< *(v)orexy) 'nuts ' , sariit'e(< *širokbjb) 'wide', sarota(< *syrota) 'whey ' , 
gnala (< *gnilaja) 'rotten'. In weak positions all three high vowels reduced 
to e, for example, * ubiti > aibet ' to kill', *pokryti > ptikret ' to cove r ' , 
*к1оЬикъ > kliibek 'hat ' . 

There is no general agreement as to the factors that caused the fronting 
of the vowel *o (into ii, o) and the diphthongization of *i, *y and *u in 
Polabian. 

Like some other Slavonic languages, Polabian tended to contract vowels 
separated by y, for example, *bojeti > bet 'to be afraid', * sejati > śot ' to sow', 
*vojevoda > v&vada 'prince', *stojati > s to t4 to stand', *podb zemjejp > piid 
zima 'under the earth'. But the contraction of vowels was not an absolute 
rule: compare d'ola/doloje (< *delajetb) 'works' , kpsoje (< *kpsajetb) 
'bites', svaitoje(< *svitajetb) 'it dawns, day is breaking'. 

In early Polabian, as in the other Lechitic dialects, consonants followed 
by the front vowels (e, e, f, /, ь) were softened. This softness was a 
redundant feature until the change *e> a, *f> p, > 'ar, that is, when soft 
consonants could occur both before front and back vowels. Subsequently, 
the soft consonants followed by front vowels underwent depalatalization, 
for their palatalized character must have been perceived as positionally 
conditioned. Examples: I'otti (< *leto) 'summer, year' versus va leta (< * vb 
lete) 'in summer ' , ppte(< *pętbjb) ' f if th ' versus ppt(< *pętb) 'five', aimorte 
(< *umrtbjb) 'dead' versus samart(< 'disease of chicks or goslings'. 

The changes in the Polabian consonantal system were considerably less 
complex than the vocalic ones. The ič, žj sequences changed into st, zd, 
compare stamil (< *ščbmelb) 'bumblebee' , xręst (< *xrpščb) 'bee t le ' , dazd 
(< *dbZ3b) 'rain'. The stops of the clusters st, zd preserved their softness if 
followed by originally back vowels: st'auko (< * ščuka) 'pike', pl'aust'a (< 
*pljušča (GEN PTT)) 'ivy'. The consonants k, g became fricative if followed 
by a stop, compare sa liixt'am (< *УЪ о1кыьть) and liit'et (< *olkbtb) 
'elbow', nuxte (< *nogUe) 'finger- or toenails'. The clusters of the type 
consonant + v were simplified, losing their second element if: (a) followed 
by an original *o, as in: tili(< *tvojb) 'your', xost(< *xvostb) 'oven broom', 
d'iizd (< *gvozdb) 'nail', dor (< *dvorb) 'farm'; (b) preceded by a velar 
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consonant and followed by an original *a, for example, kos (< *kvasb) 
'yeast, leaven, barm', xole (< *xvalitb) 'praises'. The clusters of this type 
changed into the sequence consonant + j if their second element was soft: 
sjptti (< *svęto) 'holiday', tjorda (< *tvfdoje) 'hard', kjot (< *kvetb) 
'flower', gjozda (< *gvezda) 'star'. In other cases post-consonantal v 
remained unchanged: no svate (< *na svete), dvarai (< *dvbri) 'door', 
svoret(< * svariti) 'to quarrel'. 

The consonants k, g, x were palatalized when followed by the original 
*o,*u,*y as well as by the back jer (ъ) if that latter preceded an originally 
fronted consonant: st'ot (< *skotb) 'cattle', vat'и (< *oko) 'eye', st'aiba 
(< *skyba) 'bread', t'aur p (< *kurę) 'chick', d'olpb (< *golpbb) 'pigeon', 
t'ed (< *fode) 'where', xudet(< *xoditi) 'to go', xaude (< *xudbjb) 'bad, 
evil; thin', xemil(< *хъте1ь) 'hop'. This change was a result of the front-
ing of the vowels in question, which must have occurred before the diph-
thongization and contraction of vowels. 

In word-final position or before another consonant, clusters consisting 
of a stop or an affricate followed by r, l, m, n were broken up by the 
insertion of a secondary jer-type vowel: voter (< *votr < *vetrb) 'wind', 
visem (< *vism < *(v)osmb) 'eight', vid'en (< *(v)ognb) 'fire', sribarne 
(< *sribrne< *serbrbnty'b) 'silver'. 

In several cases a jer-type vowel was inserted between a stop and r 
before a vowel: kórdi (< *kry) 'blood', pdred(< *pred < *perdb) 'formerly'. 
When used in the function of a preposition or prefix, the reflex of Proto-
Slavonic *реЫъ sounded prid, as in prid 'before, in front of'. 

2.2 Morphophonemic alternations inherited from Proto-Slavonic 
Among the oldest alternations are those of the velar consonants k, g, x with 
c, z, s (< *č, *ž, *š) and с, j (< *с, *j). They originated from the Proto-
Slavonic first and second palatalizations (see chapter 3, sections 2.9 and 
2.19). The result of the second palatalization of *x must have been s (< *š, 
as in the other Slavonic languages) but no example of it is attested. 

The alternations resulting from the first palatalization were greatly 
reduced in Polabian and were chiefly limited to derivation: rpka (< *rpka) 
'hand' versus rpcnek (< *греьткъ) 'towel', bug (< *bogb) 'God' versus 
biizac (< *botbCb) 'God (DIMIN)', тех (< *техъ) 'sack' versus mesak 
(< *mešbfo) 'little sack'. 

Residual instances of the first palatalization are encountered in 
inflection. In nominal declension we find it only in the nouns v&t' й 
(< *(v)oko) 'eye' and vauxii (< *(u)xo) 'ear', compare vieai (< *(v)oči 
(NOM—ACC DU), vausai (< *( v)uši (NOM-ACC DU)). In conjugation it could 
be used to oppose the present-tense forms to past tenses or the infinitive: 
plocfi (< *plačp) 'I cry' versus plokol (< *р1ака1ъ) '(he) cried', plokat 
(< *plakati) 'to cry', р&кпё (< *ръкпегь) 'falls' versus pčci (< *ръеегъ 
( A O R ) ) 'fell', muzes (< *mozešb 'you can' versus mug (< *mogb ( A O R ) ) 'I 
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could'. For the most part, however, verbal stems tended to be levelled in 
the entire conjugation: joz rical-me (< *jazъ гес1ъ mu) T told him', ne-
mezalo-jeg noit (< *ne motala jego najiti) ' (she) could not find him', 
taucal-sa (< *Цс1ъ sę) 'it was haunted ' (instead of *гек1ъ, * mogla, *ф1ъ sę 
on the model of rice, muze, tauci-sa (< *rečetb, *moietb, *tfčetb sę). 

In general, however, both consonantal and vocalic alternations (with the 
exception of stress alternations and the related alternations between non-
reduced and reduced vowels) were considerably limited within the 
Polabian conjugation. Present-tense forms abandoned consonantal alter-
nations completely: ricą (instead of rekp < *rekp) '(I) say', picą (instead of 
pekp < *pekptb) '(they) roast'. 

The alternations k/c, g/j occurred in the declension of nouns, where 
they reinforced morphological oppositions: grauk (< *grufo) 'pear tree' 
versus graucai (< *gruci) 'pear trees', krig (from German Krieg) 'war' 
versus va krije (< *vb (krig-)-e), ntiga (< *noga) ' foot, leg' versus ntije 
(< *M>JE(NOM-ACC DU)) 'feet, legs'. 

The opposition of hard and soft consonants, which originated from the 
depalatalization of consonants before front vowels, served as the most 
important consonantal alternation in Polabian morphology. It occurred in 
the declension of nouns where it replaced the opposition of originally front 
vowels to originally back ones: btizac (< *božbcb) 'God (DIMIN)' versus 
btisća (< *božbca (GEN-ACC SG)), btiste (< *božbcu (DAT SG)), dan 
(< *dbnb) 'day' versus dano ( *dbńa instead of *dbne (GEN SG)), pas 
(< *рЬ5Ъ) 'dog' versus pasai(< *pbsi) 'dogs', zima(< *zemja) 'earth' versus 
no zimą (< *na zemjp) ' to the earth' , staja (< *stbja) 'path ' versus stają 
(< *stbjp (ACC SG) ). 

The declension of nouns also made use of the alternations kit', g/d 
x/x, for example, rpka (< *rpka) 'hand ' versus priz rpt'e (< *репъ rpky) 
'without a hand', ntiga (< *noga) 'foot, leg' versus prit'e niid'e (< *perky 
nogy) 'over the foot', grex (< *grexb) 'sin' versus grexe (< *grexy) 'sins'. 
But the role of this alternation is most noticeable in the inflection of adjec-
tives, where it contributed, among other things, to the distinction of 
genders: vilka (< *velikaja) 'big' (F) but vilt'a (< *velikoje) 'big' (N), 
drauga(< *drugaja) 'other ' (F) but draud'a (< *drugoje) 'other ' (N), *sauxa 
(unattested, < *suxaja) 'dry' (F) but sauxa (< *suxoje) 'dry' (N). 

The reduction of vowels brought about the most productive vocalic 
alternation in Polabian. This alternation was closely related to the alter-
nation of stress and it affected both inflection and derivation as in the 
endings -o/-a (coso/zena < *čaša 'bowl', *tena 'woman') or in the deriv-
ative aibet' to kill' (< * ubiti) versus bait' to beat' (< *biti). 

It was, however, in conjugation that these alternations played the most 
essential role, thanks to the enclitic character of the reflexive particle sa 
(< *sę) and of the monosyllabic pronominal forms. Since the present-tense 
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forms generalized the penultimate stress, the stress had to shift to the 
desinence when followed by an enclitic, given the Polabian limitation of 
stress to the penultimate syllable. In this way there arose the alternation of 
non-reduced and reduced vowels: aide(< *idetb) 'goes', biile(< *bolitb) 'it 
hurts' versus kok aidi-sa (< *kako idetb sę) 'how are you doing', btili-me 
(< *bolitb тьпе) 'it hurts me'. 

Other vowel alternations were due to various metaphonies. Some of 
them occurred in Lechitic or early Polabian, others took place in later 
periods. To the former belong vowel-zero, е-о, a-p and ar-or alter-
nations (as well as their variants stemming from the reduction of vowels), 
to the latter e-i, a-i, a-i, o-u, d-a, ai-a, di-a alternations. 

Owing to the different treatment of the weak jers in Polabian from that 
of other Slavonic languages, the vowel-zero alternations were practically 
limited to final/penultimate syllables and occurred mainly in the declension 
of nouns: d'olpbak (< *golpbъkъ) 'small pigeon' but d'olppt'e (PL) 
(< *golpbъky)9 pican (< *ресьпь) 'loaf of bread' but picne (PL) 
(< *ресьпе). 

The e-o alternation is attested mainly in the inflection of nouns: lotil 
(< * leto) 'summer, year' versus vd leta (< *vb lete) 'in summer'. We find 
some examples of the ar-or alternation in derivation: sdmart(< *sbmftb) 
'disease of chicks' but dimorte (< *umfrbjb) 'dead', come (< *cfirbjb) 
'black' but carnaića (< *čfnica) 'blackberry'. The ą- p alternation is found 
in some individual forms: plęisft (< *plęśp) '(they) dance' versus pipsat 
(< *plęsati) 'to dance', dispt (< *desętb) 'ten' versus diśpte (< *desętbjb) 
'tenth'. 

The vowel alternations due to later developments in Polabian were used 
in inflection: cesat(< * česati) 'to comb' but cise (< *češetb) 'combs', vada 
(< *voda) 'water' but va vida (< *vb vode) 'in water', smola (< * smola) 
'Hell' but va smiila (< * vb smole) 'in Hell', p&s (< *рь5ъ) 'dog' but pasai 
(< *pbsi) 'dogs', dipaustaix (< *upustixb) 'I dropped (AOR)' but dipaustdl 
(< *upustih>) '(he) has dropped (PRF)'. 

3 Morphology 
Polabian morphology cannot be fully described for several reasons. First, 
there is only a relatively small amount of source material. Second, most of 
it was given in glossaries, in which words were noted mainly as vocabulary 
items; no word is recorded in its complete paradigm. Third, the recorders 
did not know Polabian and may have made mistakes. Fourth, some of the 
informants might have had an imperfect knowledge of the language (since 
it was already dying). However, thanks to the fact that almost all the texts 
cite quite a number of sentences or expressions and that Hennig occasion-
ally supplements some grammatical forms, it is possible to reconstruct the 
fundamentals of Polabian morphology and some aspects of syntax. 
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3.1 Nominal morphology 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
From the viewpoint of morphology Polabian was very conservative, main-
taining most of the categories of Proto-SIavonic. Like Sorbian and Slovene, 
it distinguished singular, plural and dual. The dual number was used in 
nouns which denoted paired objects, but was preserved only in the 
nominative-accusative and in the dative-instrumental: rpce (< *rpce) 
'hands ' , ntije (< *noje) 'legs', vausai (< *(v)uši) 'ears ' , vicai (< *(v)oči) 
'eyes' , perisai(< *peresi) 'wings', ramenai (< *ormeni) 'arms' , sa vicaima 
(< *5Ъ (v)očima) 'with the eyes', rękoma (< *rpkama) 'hands'. As in 
Sorbian, the genitive dual was replaced by the genitive plural: ai davix 
grauk (< *dbvoxb grufo) 'at the two pear trees' . 

Polabian had three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter. Within the 
masculine gender, Polabian made a distinction between animate and non-
animate nouns. In masculine nouns denoting human beings and most 
probably animals (although no such example is attested) the accusative 
coincided formally with the genitive, whereas the other genders distin-
guished the two forms: bede biXgo (bede from Middle Low German beden ) 
'asks G o d (ACC = GEN)' and vit btigo aipadene (< *(v)otb boga 
upaden^b) 'fallen away from God (GEN)', tai ne-mas met draujex btid'tiv 
likam mane (< *ty ne jbmašb jbmeti drujij1хъ bogovb (lik- f rom Middle 
Low German Ик)-ъть тьпё) 'you are not to have other gods (ACC = 
GEN) beside me ' but ntigp (ACC) vibet (< *nogp (v)obiti) ' to trip some-
body' , priie ntid'e (GEN) (< * perky nogy) 'over the foot ' . 

Polabian distinguished six case forms: nominative, accusative, genitive, 
dative, instrumental and locative, but had lost the original vocative. The 
function of the latter was taken over by the nominative: zena, peltiz detęi va 
zaipkp (< *zena, položi detę \гь zybъkp) 'woman, put the child in the 
cradle', defka, aid, zaib (< *devbka, idi, zybi) 'girl, go rock'. The instru-
mental was used only with prepositions (an example of German influence 
mentioned in section 1 above): prid gardam (< *perdb gordъmь) 'before 
the court ' , virgne vaisek sa трср (< * vrgnetb vysoko 5Ъ męcejp) ' throws 
the ball up'. 

Polabian preserved some relics of the original short forms of adjectives. 
They were used mainly in the possessive function: lolen brot (< *ljalinb 
bratb) ' fa ther 's brother ' , Morajen danac(< *Магщпъ dbnbcb) 'St Mary 's 
day'. 

Several examples with short forms are attested in lexicalized 
expressions: dausan dan (< *dušьnъ dbnb) 'All Souls' Day' , ntivo launa or 
simply ntivo (< *nova luna, *nova) 'new moon ' , storo launa or simply storo 
(< * stara luna, * stara) ' last-quarter moon ' . 

The short forms of the neuter acquired the function of adverbs and were 
always stressed word-finally: ptiznti (< *pozdbno) 'late', sauxti (< *suxo) 
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'dry', daud'ii (< *d{go) 'long'. Under German influence they could also 
function as predicative forms of adjectives: tp kolai ją jist teplii (< *гьпъ 
(Middle Low German kol-)-u jestb ješce teplo) 'this cabbage is still hot', 
compare German es ist heifi and der Kohl ist heiji. 

The Polabian degrees of comparison were a clear continuation of the 
Proto-Slavonic forms: zaimnese (< *zimbnejbšbjb) 'colder', lepse 
(< *lepbšbjb) 'better', nastarese(< *najstarejbšbjb) 'oldest'. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
The declension of nouns was closely related to the distinctions of gender. 
Two main declension types can be distinguished: (a) masculine and neuter 
nouns; (b) feminine nouns. Neither of them was uniform, but no further 
clear-cut classifications can be formulated. The attested endings are given 
in table 14.2. 

The differences between individual paradigms reflected, to some extent, 
the Proto-Slavonic stem distinctions. The vast majority of masculine nouns 
ended in -0 (= zero) in the nominative singular. Here belonged the reflexes 
of Proto-Slavonic *-o-/*-yo- stems (for example, bug (< *bogb) 'God', 
dazd (< *dbz$b) 'rain'), *-u- stems (med (< *medb) 'honey'), *-i- stems 
(ppt(< *pptb) 'road') and consonantal stems (dan (< *dbnb) 'day', jfiemin 
(< *jfčbmenb, instead of *jęćbmy) 'barley'). The nominative ending of 
thirty or so attested masculine animate nouns was -a (< *-a), for example, 

Table 14.2 The declension of nouns 

Singular 
M N F 

AN INAN 

NOM 
ACC 
GEN 

•0, -u, -i/-e, -a/-a 

-o/-a 

-o/-a, -ši, -0, -ai -9, -0 
-ši/-e, -a, -i, -ve 

DAT 
INST 
LOC 

-au/-ai/-e 
-km 
-e/-a, -ai 

-e/-a, -ai 

-e/-a,-e 

Plural 
NOM 
ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 
LOC 

-ai/-e, -e, -live, -i 
-&i/-e, -e 
iiv/-ev, -0 
iim 

s -
- 0 

-&i/-e, -ai/-e, -e/-a, -v&i 

- 0 
-am 
-ome e(?) 

Dual 
NOM-ACC 
DAT-INST 

-ai/-e 
-aima 

-e 
-oma 
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vauja (< *(v)uja) 'uncle', skocaika (< *skačika) 'stallion'. One attested 
noun retained the ending -di(< *-y) in this case: komai(< *kamy) 'stone'. 

The neuter nouns in the nominative singular ended in -il (< *-o) / -i 
(< *-e) / -e (the reduced variant of the former two) or -p/-a (< *-f): lotil 
(< *leto) 'year, summer', pilli (< *polje) 'field', gńozde (< * gnezdo) 'nest', 
zile (< *zelbje) 'pasture' , jaimętljaima (< *jbmę) 'name' , t'aurp (< *kurę) 
'chick'. Their accusative form in all numbers was identical with that of the 
nominative. 

The endings reflecting the original *-<?-/*-yo- declension prevailed in the 
remaining declensional forms of the masculine and neuter nouns, but in 
some cases the influence of the original * -и- stems can be observed. The 
ending -au/-ai(< *-u) alternated with -o/-a (< *-a) in the genitive singular 
masculine. The ending -iiv (< *-ovb) and its secondary variant -ev almost 
completely replaced the original ending -0 (< *-ъ) in the genitive plural of 
masculine nouns. Under the influence of the * -и- stems the ending of the 
instrumental singular *-оть changed into *-ъть . 

As far as the masculine nouns ending in -a in the nominative singular are 
concerned, nothing can be said about the other forms of their paradigm 
because none of them is attested in the texts. 

The feminine nouns in the nominative singular ended in -o/-a(< *-a), -0 
(< *-ь), -ai(< *-y) or -ai(< *-y (preceded by k, g, x) and *-/), for example, 
poro (< *para) ' swamp', sreda (< *serda) 'Wednesday' , mail'o ( f rom 
Middle Low German mile) 'mile', sveča (< *svetja) 'candle', t'iXst 
(< *kostb) 'bone, fishbone', karai (< *kry) 'blood' , cart'ai (< *erky) 
'church', motai (< *mati) 'mother'. They continued the Proto-SIavonic 
declensions of the *-a-/*-ja-, *-/-, *-й-, and consonantal stems. The Proto-
SIavonic declension was productive in Polabian. Some of its endings 
were used not only in original *-й- stems but also in others, especially 
German loan-words, compare not only karai 'blood', cart'ai 'church', but 
also grausai (< *gruš-y) 'pear tree', sod'ai (from Middle Low German 
sage) 'saw', moddi(ixom Middle Low German made) 'maggot'. As can be 
seen from the example grausdi, even originally soft stems could acquire the 
ending -ai (< *->>). Particularly productive was the ending of the 
nominative-accusative plural - vai, which came into being as a result of the 
contamination of the original *-bv/with the ending *-y of the *-a- stems. It 
could also occur in nouns ending in -o/-a in the nominative singular, for 
example, soko (from Middle Low German sake) 'thing' and sokvdi 
(NOM-ACC PL). 

In a number of nouns (originally belonging to consonantal stem 
paradigms) an alternation of stems occurs between the nominative singular 
and some other forms, for example, komai (< *kamy) 'stone', komine 
(NOM-ACCPL) (< * kamenbje); sliivi(< * slovo) 'word', sluvesa (NOM-ACC 
PL) (< *slovesa); rdma (< *ormę) 'arm', raminai (NOM-ACC DU) 
(< *ormeni)\ pallę. (< *pilf) 'duckling', pailota (NOM-ACC PL) (< *pilęta)\ 
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compare also soko 'thing' versus sokvai 'things' (see above). Examples: 

Singular 

Accusative, feminine: korvp (< * korvp) 'cow', no zimę (< *na zemjp) 'to 
the earth', zo nidela (< *za nedeljp) 'in a week'. As far as the accusative 
of masculine nouns is concerned, its form coincided either with the 
nominative or with the genitive (see 3.1.1). 

Genitive, masculine-neuter: biigo (< *boga) 'God', dańo(< *dbńa instead 
of *dbne) 'day', gorxa/gorxdi (< *gorxa, *gorxu) 'pea', Г oto (< *leta) 
'summer', vaina (< *vina) 'wine'; feminine: slam&i (< *solmy) 'straw', 
pol t'йрё (< *ро1ъ кору) 'half a threescore', ai zima (< *u zemje) 'at the 
earth', au jadai (< *u jedi) 'at a meal', vez doli (< *jbz dale instead of 
*dali) 'from afar', ai kokve (< *u (Middle Low German kak-)-bve) 'at 
the pillory'. 

Dative, masculine-neuter: kd sjotau ( *къ svetu) 'to the world', kd dane 
(< *къ dbnu) 'to the bottom', ka vdidone (< *къ vydanbju) 'to give 
away'; feminine: kd starne (< *къ storne) 'to the side', kd maisa (< *къ 
(Middle Low German mis-)-e) 'to mass', kd zimai(< *къ zemji) 'to the 
earth'. 

Instrumental, masculine-neuter: pridgdrddm (< *perdb gordbmb) 'before 
the court', sa liixtam (< *УЬ olfotbmb) 'with the elbow', prid lotam 
(< *perdb letbmb) 'a year ago'; feminine: pud zimę (< *podb zemjejp) 
'under the earth', sd liida (< *$ъ oldbjejp) 'by boat', mauckp 
(< *mičbkojp) 'in secret'. 

Locative, masculine-neuter: no svate (< *na svete) 'in the world', vd leta 
(< * vb lete) 'in summer', va piilai (< *vb polji) 'in the field'; feminine: 
vd emerice(< * vb (Middle Low German hemmelrik-)-e) 'in heaven', vd 
smiila (< * vb smole) 'in Hell', no zime (< *na zemji) 'on the earth'. 

Plural 

Nominative masculine: biijai (< *boji) 'gods', pasai (< *pbsi) 'dogs', 
godaice(< *gadiei) 'worms', niize (< *noze) 'knives', vdliive(< * volove) 
'oxen', tagli(< (*Middle Low German kegel)-e) 'skittles'. 

Nominative-accusative, neuter: vdkna (< *(v)okna) 'windows', joja 
(< *jaja) 'eggs'; feminine: sestrdi (< *sestry) 'sisters', gjozde(< *gvezdy) 
'stars', vice (< *(v)ovbce) 'sheep', nidela (< *nedele) 'weeks', t'iistai/ 
t'uste(< * kosti) 'bones, fishbones', grausvdi(< *grušbvy) 'pears'. 

Accusative masculine: grexai(< *grexy) 'sins', pdse(< *pbsy) 'dogs', daiiste 
(< * goste) 'guests'. 

Genitive, masculine: di ddvix grauk (< *u dbvoxb grufo) 'by two pear 
trees', biid'uv (< *bogovъ) 'gods', daniiv/danev (< *dbnovb, *dbnevb) 
'days'; neuter: drdv (< *drbvъ) 'wood'; feminine: priz тог (< *репъ 
тёгъ) 'without measure'. 
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Dative, masculine: gresnariim (< * grešbnarom^ Чо sinners'; feminine: ka 
vaikam (< *къ (Middle Low German тк-)-атъ) Чо the town'. 

Instrumental, masculine: perhaps sa vile vlase (< *sb velbje volsy) (if not 
the nominative instead of the genitive) 'with lots of hair'; feminine: 
sveckome(< *svečbkami) 'candles'. 

Dual 

Nominative-accusative, masculine: rpkova (< *rpkava) 'sleeves'; neuter: 
vicai(< *(v)oči) 'eyes', joje (< *jaji) 'testicles'; feminine: rpce(< *rpce) 
'hands'. 

Dative-instrumental, neuter: vicaima (< *(v)očima) 'eyes'; feminine: 
rpkoma (< *rpkama) 'hands' . 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
The Polabian personal pronouns continued, with the exception of the 
second personal plural jai 'you' (see p. 798), the Proto-SIavonic forms: joz/ 
jo (< *j'azi>9 *ja) T', t&Ute (< *ty) 'you, thou' , vđn, vđna (< *(v)cwi>, 
(v)ona) 'he, she', mđi(< *my) 'we', vinai(< *(v)oni) ' they'. The attested 
forms of the oblique cases can be reconstructed as in table 14.3. 

The mixing of the dative and the accusative (see p. 798) could also 

Table 14.3 

1 SG 2 SG 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 

mine/mane/mp/me 
mine/mane/mane 
mine/mane/mane/me 
(sš) manę (< *sb nrbnoję) 

tibć/tebe/tą/te 
tibe/tibe 
tibe/tibe/tč 
(sš) tabp (< *srb teboję) 

1 PL 2 PL 

ACC 
DAT 
INST 

nos/ nas (< *nasi>) 
nom/nam (< *патъ) 
(s&) поте (< nami) 

vom (< »vaim>) 
(s£) vome (< »въ vami) 

3 SG 3 PL 3 DU 

ACC 
GEN 
DAT 
INST 

jig/jčg/neg (< »jego, njego) 
jig/jčg (< »jego) 
jim/me (< »jemu, »mu) 
(sš) nem (< »въ njimb) 

jaim (< »jinrb) (k&) naimo (< »къ njima) 
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affect the genitive: mine < *mene, mane < *тьпе, mane < *тьпе; tibe < 
*tebe, tibe < *tebe, tebe < *tebe. The forms mp, tp occurred only after 
prepositions: bed zo mp (< (bed from Middle Low German beden) *za mę) 
'pray for me', prid tp (< *реЫъ t f ) 'in front of you'. The forms me (< *mi), 
te(< *ti), me(< *mu) in the dative, me(< *тьпе?) and te(< *tebe?) in the 
accusative are enclitic: doj-me(< *dajimi) 'give me' , kok aidi-te?(< *kako 
idetb ti?) 'how are you?' literally, 'how goes it to you (SG)?', biili-me 
(< *bolitb тьпе) 'it hurts me'. The form te (< *ty) in the nominative is 
attested only in the expression ей te t'autes? (< *čbso ty kutišb?) 'what 
are you doing?' The accusative form neg (< * njego) is attested in isolation 
but it must have occurred after prepositions as in the other Slavonic 
languages. 

The reflexive pronoun is attested in the following forms: sp (after prepo-
s i t ions)^ (as the reflexive particle after verbs) (< *sf) (ACC), sibe 
(< *sebe) (GEN), sibe/(ka) sebe (< *(къ) sebe) (DAT), (va) sibe (< *vb 
sebe) (LOC). 

There were two demonstrative pronouns: tp, to, tti (< *Л>лъ, *ta, *to) 
'that (over there'), and sp, so, sti (< *$ълъ, *sa, *so) 'this (over here)'. 

The possessive pronouns are attested in very few forms apart from the 
nominative: nominative singular, masculine: miij 'my', ttij 'your', stij 'one's 
own'; feminine: miXjp, tiijp, siija; plural, masculine: nos 'our', feminine: 
vosa 'your ' (< *mojb, *tvojb, *svojb, *moja, * tvoja, * svoja, *našb, *vaša); 
accusative singular feminine: mtijp, stijp (< *mojp, *svojp), locative singular 
masculine-neuter: (va) miijem, ttijem ( *vb mojimb, *tvojimb); nomin-
ative plural masculine: mtijai, siijai(< *moji, * svoji); dative plural mascu-
line: nosem (< *našimb). 

The univeral pronouns are attested in the following forms: ves (M), vesi 
(N) (< *vbšb, *vbše) 'all, every' and vesot'a (< *vbšakoje) 'all, any'. Very 
few forms of the interrogative and negative pronouns are attested: katti, 
t'iXmau (< *къю, *komu) 'who' , cii, cig (< *čbso, *čego) 'what ' , kot'e, 
koka, kot'ug(< *kakbjb, *kakaja, *kakogo) 'which, which one' . 

The negative ponouns were formed with the morpheme net mi (< *ne, 
instead of *ni): nekatii (< *пекъю) 'no one' , nic (< *nečbso) 'nothing', 
nit'ed(< *nefode) 'nowhere ' . 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
Polabian preserved some relics of the original short forms of adjectives. All 
of them represent the nominative singular (see 3.1.1). The long forms of 
adjectives are also quite well attested in the nominative. The remaining 
cases are much worse represented. On the basis of the recorded material 
the following endings can be reconstructed (table 14.4). Examples: 

Singular 

Nominative: vilt'e (< * velikbjb) (M), vilt'a (< *velikoje) (N), vilka 
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Table 14.4 The declension of adjectives 

SG 
M N F 

PL 
M N F 

DU 
N 

NOM -Č 
ACC = NOM ОГ GEN 
GEN 

-a/-e * -a -p -a> -a 

DAT 
LOC 

-ag/-eg 
-ume 

-ex 
-e 
-aj 

(< *velikaja) (F) 'big, great', btize (< *božbjb) (M), btize (< *boibjeje) 
(N), biiza (< *božbjaja) (F) 'God's; pious'; 

Accusative feminine: dtibrp (< *dobrpjp) 'good'; 
Genitive masculine-neuter: vdistikag (< *vysokajego) 'high', triteg (< 

*tretbjego) 'third'; 
Dative: varxntime(< *vfxnomu) 'supreme'; 
Locative feminine: noprovaj(< *na praveji) 'to the right'. 

Nominative: vilce(< *veliciji) (M) 4big', senena(< *senenaja) (N) 'hay', vil-
t'a(< *velikyje) (F) 'big'; 

Accusative masculine: lesna vrexai(< *lesbnyje(v)orexy) 'hazelnuts' liter-
ally 'wood-nuts'; 

Genitive masculine: draujex biid'iiv (< *drujijixb (instead of *drugyjixb) 
bogovb) 'other gods". 

Nominative-accusative neuter: pauna cilesai (< *pl'oneji čelesi) 'full 
cheeks'. 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The numerals are quite well attested in the texts. For the most part, they do 
not depart from their counterparts in other Slavonic languages. 

Cardinals: jadđn (< *уЫълъ instead of *]ес!ьпъ), janti (< *jedbno) 'l', 
d&vo(< *dwa), d&ve(< *dwe) '2', tari(< *trbje) '3', eiter(< * cetyre) '4', 
pęt (< *pętb) '5', sist (< *šestb) '6', siđem (< * sedmb) '7', višem 
(< *(v)osmb) '8', divpt(< *devętb) '9', dispt(< *desętb) '10'. The cardinals 
from '11' to '20' occur in two or more alternative forms: janadist/ 
jaddnadist (< *уеЛ>пъ na desęte), jantinacti (< *jedbno na desęte) 'l Г, 
dvenadist/dvenacti/dvenacte/dvenocte (< *dbve na desęte) '12', trainadist/ 
trainacte/trainocte/tdrojnacti (< *tri na desęte, *trajb na desęte) '13', 

Plural 

Dual 
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citernadist/citernocte/citernocti (< * cetyre na desęte) 44', pptnadist/ 
patnocti (< * pętb na desęte) '15' , sistnadist/sistnocti (< * š estb na desęte) 
416', sidemnadist/sidemnocti (< * sedmb na desęte) 417', visemnadist/ 
visemnocti (< *(v)osmb na desęte) '18', divptnadist/divptnocti (< *devętb 
na desęte) '19' , disptnocti (< * desętb na desęte) '20 ' , janti disptnocti/ 
disptnocti j an w' 21' and so on. Apart from disptnocti the word stig (Middle 
Low German stige 'twenty sheaves') was used in this function. '30' was pól 
t' йрё (< *ро1ъ кору), '40 ' - citerdiśpt(< * cetyre desętb), '50 ' - pp(t)dišpt 
(< *pętb desętb), '60 ' - sis(t)diśpt (< *šestb desętb), '70 ' - sidemdiśpt 
(< * sedmb desętb) '80 ' - visemdiśpt(< *(v)osmb desętb), '90 ' - divp(t)dispt 
(< *devętb desętb. As can be seen from pól t'iipe '30', alongside sis(t)diśpt 
Polabian must have also used *t'upa (< *kopa, originally 'rick, stack, heap, 
pile', then in North Slavonic secondarily also 'sixty (sheaves), 60') in the 
sense of '60'. To express '100' the forms disptdiśpt (< *desętb desętb) or pęt 
stid'e were used. '1,000' was dispt pptstid'e. 

Ordinals: para(< *prvajaov *prvoje) 'first', tore(< *vbtorbjb) 'second', 
trite (< *tretbjbjb) ' third', cit'orte (< *cetvftbjb) ' fourth ' , ppte (< *pętbjb) 
' fifth', seste (< *šestbjb) 'sixth', vasme (< *(v)osmbjb) 'eighth', divpte 
(< *devętbjb) 'ninth', diśpte (< *desętbjb) 'tenth'. 'First' was also erste 
(from German erste) or preńa (< *perdbńaja). 

Collective numerals: citvaru (< *četvero) '4 ' , pętarti (< *pętero) '5 ' , 
sistarii(< * šestero) '6 ' , sidmarii (< *sidmaru) '7 ' , vismaru(< *(v)osmero) 
'8 ' , divętarii(< *devętero) '9 ' , disptarti (< *desętero) '10 ' . 

3.2 Verbal morphology 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 

Like other Slavonic languages, Polabian distinguished between the per-
fective and imperfective aspects. The distinction was implemented chiefly 
by prefixes, for example, the imperfectives liimet (< * lomiti) 'to break', 
mesat (< *mešati) ' to mix', aide (< *idetb) 'goes' had the perfectives 
vezlumet (< *jbzlomiti) ' to break', vezmesat (< *jbmešati) ' to mix', piide 
(< *pojbdetb) 'will go'. 

Some aspectual pairs were marked by other morphological means, such 
as alternation or change of conjugation, compare the imperfectives jaimoje 
(< *jbmajetb) 'seizes', dvaize(< *dviietb) 'raises' with the perfectives jeme 
(< *jbmetb) 'seizes', dvaigne(< *dvignetb) 'raises'. 

Polabian preserved all three past tenses of Proto-Slavonic, imperfect, 
aorist and perfect: compare the imperfects tex (< *хъ^ахъ) 'I wanted', 
bejas (< *bbjaaše) 'was beating', the aorists vaik (< *уукъ) 'I learned', rici 
(< *reče) 'said', đipaustaix(< *upustixb) 'I dropped' , aitdcix(< *иП>сехъ) 
'I met ' , vazp (< *vbzę) ' took' and the perfects rtidal-sa (< *rodiЧъ sę) ' (he) 
was born', aiseklai(< *usekli) '(they) cut off'. 
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The present tense expressed the present when used in the imperfective 
and the future if in the perfective form: pajp (< *pijp) 'I am drinking', Idzes 
(< *h>tešb) 'you are lying', but praivpzp (< *privęzp) 4 shall tie to', 
puddpce(< *podъpъtjetъ) 'will trample'. 

The analytical future tense comprised the finite forms of the verb cp 
(< *хъtjp) 'I want, I will' and the infinitive of the main verb: jo cę piet 
st'aibp (< *ja xrbtjp pekti skybp) 'I shall bake (some) bread', ci dđzd ait 
(< *xbtjetb dbi$b iti) 'it will rain'. 

The imperative is well attested in the singular and only in two forms in 
the plural. It ended in -Ъ/ -ai (< *-i) in the singular and -te (< *-te) in the 
plural: doj (< *daji) 'give', ricai-me (< *reči mu) 'tell him', rusplastaite 
(< *orzplaščite) 'flatten out', jecte(< *jedjbte) 'eat'. The verbs dot'to give', 
jest 'to eat' and vaije 'sees' preserved the original consonantal type of the 
imperative: doj (< *dadjb), jej (< *jedjb), jecte (see above), vaij(< *vidjb). 
As a form of injunction, Polabian used the modal particle nex (< *nexaji9 
the original imperative from *nexati 'to let') with the third person present 
of the verb: nex ję. tok (< *nexaji jestb tako) 'may it be so', nex tibe til 
smakoje (< *nexaji tebe to (Middle Low German smak-)-ajetb) 'may it 
taste (good) to you.' 

The Polabian verb had the following non-finite forms: the infinitive, the 
present active participle and the past passive participle. With few excep-
tions, they continued the Proto-SIavonic forms: sdpat(< *5ъраН) 'to sleep', 
zarat (< *zbreti) ' to look', but vdst (< * vbzti instead of *vbzfti) ' to take', 
sedftce (< *sedętjbjb) 'sitting', baite (< *bitbjb) 'beaten', aikpsene 
(< *ukpšenty'b) 'bitten'. 

The past passive participle served to form the passive voice in com-
bination with the auxiliary verbs bđit (< *byti) 'to be' or vđrdot(< (Middle 
Low German werd-)*-ati) 'to become'. The texts seem to show that the 
two constructions differed in their function: the passive with bait most 
probably referred to the present, that with v&rdot to the future, compare 
the following examples together with their German translations: jęt zazone 
(< *jestb zbzanfy'b) 'er ist verbrandt' (= 'it is burned') versus vdrda 
diriidene (< (Middle Low German werd-)*-ajetb urodenbjb instead of 
*urodjen^b) 'er wird geboren werden' (= 'he will be born'). The past 
tense of the passive always contained the appropriate form of vardot: 
vardol baite (< *(werd-)alъ bitbjb) ' (he) was beaten', vzvpzone 
(< * vbzvęzan?jb) vdrdol\he) was tied up'. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
In the present-tense forms, Polabian established stress on the penultimate 
syllable. Owing to the reduction of vowels the original *-e/o- and *-/-
conjugations fell together, compare aide(< *idetb) 'goes', nuse(< *nositb) 
'carries'. In disyllabic or polysyllabic forms, as well as before enclitics, the 
stress shifted one syllable towards he end of a form and the reduced ending 
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Table 14.5 The present tense 

SG PL DU 
I II I II I II 

1 -p -m -me 
2 -s -tč 
3 -0 -ta/-to 

was replaced by the non-reduced one, compare doje (< *dajetb) 'gives' 
with vitedojime(< *otbdajemy) 'we forgive' and aide(< *idetb) 'goes' with 
aidi-sa (< *idetb sę) '(am, are, etc.) getting along', literally 'goes (to me, to 
you, and so on)'. As a result of these processes Polabian distinguished 
between only two conjugation types: verbs with the -e-/-i- stem and verbs 
with the -a-l-o- stem. Let us refer to them as the first (I) and second (II) 
conjugations. The endings of the present-tense forms are given in table 
14.5. 

Examples: plocp (< *plačp) 'I cry', ricp (< *rečp) 'I say', zaręi (< *Zbrjp) 
'I look', nexam (< *пехать) 'I let', opam (< (Middle Low German hop-) 
*-ать) 'I hope'; cajes(< *čuješb) 'you feel', znojis-me? (< *znaješb тьпе) 
'do you know me?', zares (< *zbrišb) 'you look', mos (< *jbmašb) 'you 
have, you are to', ne-mas 'you are not to', ganas (< (Middle Low German 
gonn-) -ašb) 'you are favourable to', ni ganos-me 'you envy'; ploce 
(< *plačetb) 'cries', liime (< *lomitb 'breaks', pepadi-sa (< *popadetb sę) 
'falls down', riidi-sa (< *roditb sę) 'is born', zeva (< *zeva < *zevajetb) 
'yawns', strid'o-sa (< (Middle Low German strid-)*-a sę) 'quarrels'; cime 
(< *хъtjemy) 'we want', vitedojime (< *(v)otbdajemy) 'we forgive', mome 
(< *jbmamy) 'we have, we are to'; cite (< *хъtjete) 'you want', mote 
(< *jbmate) 'you have'; ptijp (< *pojptb) '(they) sing', vorp (< *varętb) 
'(they) cook', jaigrojp (< *jbgrajptb) '(they) play'; bejato-sa (< *bbjeta sę) 
'(they two) beat each other'. 

The perfect tense was formed by means of the morpheme -I/-la (< *-/ъ, 
*-la) in the singular and -lai (< *- / / ) in the plural, added to the original 
infinitive stem. The personal distinctions could be made either by the forms 
of the auxiliary verb bait (< *byti) 'to be' or by personal pronouns, 
compare jp plokol (< *jestb plakatb) '(he) cried', joz pl'psal (< *jazъ 
plęsatb) 'I danced' (M), joz bala (< *ja?b byla) 'I was' (F), t&i vaipal(< *ty 

Table 14.6 The present tense of the verb bait Чо be' 

SG PL DU 
jis (< *jesmb) jism&i/jisme (< *jesmy) 
jis (< *jesb) 
jęi/ja - jista (< *jesta) 
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vypitb) 'you drank' (M), vdn diruddl-sa (< *(у)опъ urodifo sę) 'he was 
born', vinai belai-sa (< *( v)oni bili sę) 'they have beaten each other'. 

Other tenses, the imperative and the non-finite forms of Polabian con-
jugation are much less well attested. They are presented in 3.2.1. 

The only irregular verb in Polabian was bait(< *byti) 'to be'. Its forms in 
the present tense are given in table 14.6. The form ja appears in reduced 
positions, for example, when preceded by the negative particle ni (< *ne), 
compare ni-ja. The origin of the nasality of jft is not clear. Apart from the 
present tense, the following forms of the verb are attested: ni-bas (< *ne 
beaše) (IMPF) 'was not', będę (< *bpdetb) (FUT) 'will be', bdl (< *byh>) 
(PRF M) and bdla (< *byla) (PRF F) 'has been' . 

3.3 Derivational morphology 
In addition to Slavonic derivational patterns, Polabian also used some 
German elements in word formation (see 3.3.3). 

3.3.1 Major patterns of noun derivation 
The most clear categories of noun derivation include the following: 

1 Diminutives formed by means of the suffixes -ek (< *-1къ) (м), -ak 
(< *-ькъ, *-ъкъ) (м) , -ас (< *-ьсь) (м) , -ka (< *-ъка) (F), for 
example, t'iitlek (< *ко(ьНкъ) f rom t'iit'al (< *Шь1ъ) 'kettle', varsak 
(< *vršbfo) f rom varx (< *vfxb) 'peak, top' , d'olpbak from d'dip b 
(< *golpbb) 'pigeon', brotac f rom brot (< *bran>) 'brother' , t'oska 
f rom t'oza (< *koza) 'goat', t'iiska (< *koibks) f rom t'iiza (< *koia) 
'skin'. From some masculine nouns, diminutives were derived by 
means of the suffix -ka: Anska 'Johnny' from Ans 'John' (from 
Middle Low German Hans), ramka (from Middle Low German ram) 
'goat, ram', Michelka 'Michael' (German Michael). The suffix seems 
to have been the contamination of the Low German suffix -chel-ke 
(compare German -chen) with the native -ka. 

2 Nouns denoting females formed by means of the suffixes -ka (< *-ъка), 
-ska (contamination of Middle Low German -sche with the native -ska 
< *-bska): erska 'mistress, lady' from er (Middle Low German er) 
'master, gentleman', tobldrska 'witch' from tobldr (Middle Low 
German toverer) 'sorcerer, wizard'. 

3 Nomina agentis formed by means of the suffixes -пёк (< *ткъ), -ас 
(< *-ась), -aika (< *-ika). The first one attached to nouns, the latter 
two to verbs: crivnek (< *cervbnife) 'shoemaker' f rom criv (< *cervb) 
'shoe', tdkac (< *tbkačb) 'weaver' from tdkat (< *tbkati) 'to weave', 
flditac 'lesser whitethroat (a song-bird)' from flditot (Middle Low 
German floiten) 'to play the flute, the fife', bezaika (< *bezika) 
' runner' f rom bezat (< * bezati) ' to run' , perdojaika (< *perdajika ) 
'merchant' from perdoje(< *perdajetb) 'sells'. 
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4 Nomina actionis formed by means of the suffixes -ne (< *-bje), -t'e 
(< *-tbju (DAT) from verbs: vobene (< *vabenbje) 'baiting, alluring', 
catine(< *čbtenbje) 'counting' from cate(< *čbtetb) 'counts', kapait'e 
(< *къ pitbju) ' to drink'. 

Some of the suffixes mentioned above also fulfilled other functions, for 
example, storek (< *starifo) 'leaven' from store (< *starbjb) 'old', bolak 
(< *Ьё1ъкъ) 'the white of an egg'. 

3.3.2 Major patterns of adjective derivation 
The productive suffixes were -n- (< *-ьп-), -en-(< *-en-) , -ost-(< *-'ast-), 
-uv-f-ev- (< *-ov-/*-ev-), -ot- (< *-at-). With the exception of the suffixes 
-n- and -en-, which could form adjectives both from nouns and verbs, all 
the other suffixes mentioned attached to nouns: xladene (< *xolden^b) 
'cool' from xlad (< *xoldb) 'shade, cool', t'iilne (< *&о/ьлъ/ь) 'wagon' 
from t'ola (< *kola) 'wagon', traivh 'wedding' from traivoje (< *(Middle 
Low German truw-)-ajetb) 'marries', rusene (< *rošentyb) 'bleached' 
from *ruse (which is unattested, but compare rusi-sa < *rositb sę 'is 
bleached'), snóroste 'fringed' from snor (Middle Low German snór) 
'string', koltive 'cabbage' from kol (Middle Low German kol) 'cabbage', 
šaprev 'shepherd's' from šapar (Middle Low German sehaper) 'shepherd', 
krauekote 'crossed, cross' from krauce (Middle Low German kruze) 
'Ascension'. 

3.3.3 Major patterns of verb derivation 
The main types of verb derivation are prefixation and separable 
compounding. The productive prefixes were: ai- (< *ы-), prai- (< *pri-), 
sa- (< *sb-), va- (< *vb-), vaz- (< *vbz-), vez- (< */bz-), vi- (< *(v)o-), 
vai- (< * vy-), zo- (< *za-): aibrukot'to wear out' from briXkot (Middle Low 
German brtiken) 'to use', praibiivat 'to build onto' from biXvot (Middle 
Low German buwen) 'to build', sabriikone 'worn out' from brtikot (see 
above), vamarkoje 'marks' from markoje (Middle Low German marken) 
'draws, marks', vazlodot 'to load on' from lodot (Middle Low German 
laden) 'to load', vezlikal '(he) has compared' from likot (Middle Low 
German liken) 'to make equal, visaet (< *(v)osekti) 'to cut apart' from 
sect (< * sekti) ' to cut', vairavat (< *vyrbvati) ' to tear out ' from ravat 
(< *rbvati) 'to pick, pull up', zosiilene 'dirtied, dirty' from the unattested 
verb borrowed from Middle Low German solen. 

On the German model Polabian developed separable compound verbs 
using both German and Polabian prefixes-particles: compare, on the one 
hand, to-vist (< *(Low German to)-vesti) 'to ride to', vize-to (< *vezetb 
(Low German to)) 'rides to', to-zine (*(Low German to)-zenetb) also 
zine-to 'drives to', dere-dal (< *deretb-(Middle Low German dal)) 'pulls 
off, tears off ' , and on the other hand, klajęt vanau (< *kljujptb vbnu) 
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'(they) реек out, scratch out (of chickens)', vanau doje (< *vbnu dajetb) 
'gives out ' , aide danau (< *idetb dbnu) 'goes in', ddnau klode (< *dbnu 
kladetb) 'puts in', piislod t'autait(< *posledb kutiti) ' to imitate' (compare 
t'autait 'to make, to do' and German nachmachen 'to imitate', machen 'to 
make') , rpbet vakorst (< *rpbiti (v)okrstb) ' to hem around' . The native 
elements vanau, danau, ptislod, vakorst were used to fulfil the function 
corresponding to the German separable prefixes, such as zu (Low German 
to), heraus, hinein, nach, um, herum, for example, zufahren ( = Polabian 
to-vist), abziehen ( = Polabian dere-dal), herausscharren ( = Polabian 
kl'ajfi vanau), herausgeben ( = Polabian doje vanau). 

4 Syntax 
Given the relatively small amount of material available, it is not possible to 
reconstruct all aspects of Polabian syntax. To facilitate comparison with 
other chapters, the same subsection numbers are retained and there is no 
subsection 4.7. 

4.1 Element order in declarative sentences 
Polabian had free word order in the sense that the major constituents could 
in principle occur in any order. For example, the subject could precede or 
follow the verb, and the verb could precede or follow its objects or any 
adverbial modifiers: dazd aide (< *dbtjb idetb) 'rain goes' or aide ddzd 
'goes rain' (= 'it is raining'), šapar pose vice (< *(Middle Low German 
schaper) pasetb ( v)ovbce) ' the shepherd grazes the sheep' and t'iiskp dere 
del (< *koibkp deretb (Middle Low German del)) 'takes off the skin', 
virgne dal no zimę (< *vrgnetb (Middle Low German dal) na zemjp) 
' throws down to the ground' and vd loniX vdme (< *vb lono vbjbmetb) 
'takes in one's arms'. 

4.2 Non-declarative sentence types 
Yes-no interrogative sentences seem to have been formed without any 
particle: cis-sa kppat ait? (< *xbtješb sę kppati iti) 'do you want to go and 
take a bath? ' , muzes venst'e gornet? (< *možešb (German wend-)-bsky 
gorniti) 'can you speak Wendish?' , znojis-jeg? (< *znaješb jego?) ' do you 
know him?' 

Commands and negative commands are expressed by means of the 
imperatives: aid spd ka mane (< *idi sędi къ тьпё) 'come and sit beside 
me', pud sem er (< *pojbdi semo (Low German her)) 'come here', ni 
brind'oj-nas ka jarsukońe (< *ne (German bring-)-aji nasb къ (Middle 
Low German vorsak-)-anbju) 'do not bring us into temptation'. 

4.3 Copular sentences 
The role of the copula was played by the verb bait: nina joz mom tuja brut 
bait(< *nene jazb jbmamb tvoja (Low German brut) byti) 'now I am to be 
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your bride', tai jis vainek (< *ty jesb vinbnikb) 'you are the guilty one'. 
Adjectives are used in long form with the copula: jft glddiivne (< * jestb 
goldovbnbjb) '(he) is poor', joz jis store (< *уягь jesmb starbjb) 'I am old' 
(M). Some examples are attested with the verb var dot (< "(Middle Low 
German werd-)-ati) in similar functions: solix vardas (< "(Middle Low 
German salich, werd-) -ašb) 'you become happy', śętamo vardot tujijaimp 
(< *svętoje jbmajetb ... tvoje jimp) 'thy name become holy'. 

4.4-4.5 Complex sentences 
Little can be said about the syntax of complex sentences as only twenty or 
so complex sentences are attested in the texts. The majority of them are 
asyndetic, coordinate structures, for example, Moraja xiidi vakorst 
carkvaice sa tdraima sveckome, saikas btisća, ne-mezalo-jeg nit' ede noj t 
(< * Marija xodi (v)okrstb сгкъ vici 5Ъ trima svečbkami (Middle Low 
German suk~)~aaše božbca, ne możala jego nekbde najiti) 'Mary walked 
around the church with three candles, she was looking for the Lord, she 
could not find him anywhere'. Several comparative and relative clauses are 
attested: katti ci sarat, tę aid (< *къю xbtjetb sbrati, гьпъ idi) 'whoever 
wants to shit, may he go', vitedoj-nam nos gr ex kak mči vitedojime nosem 
gresnariim (< *(v)otbdaji пать našb grexb kako my (v)otbdajemy 
našimb grešbnaromb) 'forgive us our sin as we forgive our sinners'. 

4.6 Negation 
The particle ni/ne was used in the function of negation: nijp mpt'č (< *ne 
jestb mękbkbjb) 'is not soft', joz ne-mtig zatek bait (< *jazb ne mogb 
zętikb byti) 'I cannot be the groom'. As in other Slavonic languages, the 
negated transitive verb required its direct object to stand in the genitive: 
ne-ma liiko (< *ne jbmajetb (Middle Low German luck-)-a) 'has no luck' 
versus van mo vilt'emoxt(< *(v)onb jbmajetb velikbjb (German macht)). 

With negative pronouns double negation was used: joz ni cajfi nic 
(< *jacb ne čujp necbso) 'I do not feel anything', ni vaid'al nit'tig? (< *ne 
videtb nikogo?) 'didn't you see anybody?'. 

4.8 Reflexives and reciprocals 
The Polabian reflexive verbs were formally distinguished by the particle sa 
(< *sę) and were used in several functions, among others: (a) to denote that 
the subject acts upon itself: joz mdl-sa (< *jazb mylb sę) 'I have washed 
myself', vdzdalai-sa (< * vbzdeli sę) 'they have got dressed'; (b) to signal 
impersonal constructions: kok aidi-sa vom? (< *kako idetb sę vamb?) 
'how are you doing?'; (c) to refer to uncontrolled actions: pepaddl-sa 
(< *popadh> sę) '(he) has fallen', ditupdl-sa (< *utopih> sę) '(he) has 
drowned'; (d) to denote reciprocity: krigalai-sa (< "(German krig-yalisę) 
'they have fought'. In some cases the use of reflexives was close to that of 
the passive: beli-sa (< *belitb sę) 'is bleached'. Reciprocity was also 
expressed by means of jadan ... draug or draug ... draug: jaddn sl'od 
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draugag (< *}е<1ьпъ sledb drugajego) 'one after the other', draug draugau 
drauzet(< *drugb drugu družiti) 'to help one another'. 

Some verbs could occur only as morphological reflexives: biiji-sa 
(< *bojitb sę) 'is afraid', strid'o-sa(< *(Middle Low German strid-)-ajetb sę) 
'quarrels'. 

4.9 Possession 
Possession was expressed by means of the verb met (< *jbmeti) 'to have', 
possessive pronouns, and perhaps also possessive adjectives: mos ppja? 
(< *jbmašb ррза?) 'do you have money?', ne-nam ppja 'I have no money', 
miija soko (< *moja (Middle Low German sake)) 'my thing', siij diim 
(< *svojb domъ) 'one's own house', šaprev stok (< "(Middle Low German 
schaper-yevb (Middle Low German stok)) 'shepherd's crook', malnaituv 
knext (< *malnik-ovb\ mal-, knext from Middle Low German) 'miller's 
hand'. Examples of the latter type are very few and are not certain, for they 
can also be interpreted as representing qualitative adjectives (that is, 'the 
type of crook a shepherd uses; mill hand'). No examples of the genitive 
case in this function are attested. 

4.10 The partitive genitive 
The partitive genitive was employed in Polabian to a much greater extent 
than in other Slavonic languages. A noun in the partitive genitive could 
serve not only as the object of a verb but also as the subject of a sentence: 
tiipaivo jfi diibra (< *topiva jestb dobroje) 'this beer is good', tp kolaijp jist 
teplii (< *гьпъ (Middle Low German kol-)-u jestb ješče teplo) 'this 
cabbage is still hot', to zena mo diibra mlaka (< *ta žena jbmatb dobroje 
melka) 'the woman has good milk'. A noun used in the partitive genitive 
seems to have been qualified by adjectives in the nominative no matter 
what role the noun played in a sentence. 

4.11 Impersonal and passive constructions 
In addition to the personal (active, passive and reflexive) constructions 
characterized by the presence of the subject, Polabian had impersonal 
constructions which were either intransitive or reflexive: svaitoje 
(< *svitajetb) 'day is breaking', svete(< *svetitb) 'lightning flashes', kokaidi-
sa vom (see 4.8). 

The use of the passive was quite frequent in Polabian. The texts seem to 
show that the passive started to supersede typically Slavonic reflexive 
constructions in some of their functions: pldtne jg. riisena (< *poltbno jestb 
rošenoje) alongside with platne riisi-sa (< *poltbno rositb se) 'the linen is 
bleached', vdrdd airudene (< ^(Middle Low German werd-)-ajetb 
urodemyjb instead of urodjen^b) '(he) will be born' alongside airuddl-sa 
(< *urodih> sę) '(he) was born'. 
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5 Lexis 

5.1-5.2 General composition and borrowings 
The recorded material includes roughly 2,800 words, predominantly 
(about 2,000 words) of Slavonic origin. But a considerable proportion of 
them (more than 600) are German loan-words. Most of the latter can be 
traced to Middle Low German. Some lexical items were mixed forms, 
which comprised both native and borrowed elements: jisin-mond 
'September' (< native *jesenb 'autumn' and Middle Low German mand 
'month'), vpsepuc 'barber' (from native vps 'beard' and Low German 
putzen 'to shave'). 

In view of the incompleteness of the recorded material it would be 
unjustified to draw any conclusions concerning the general composition of 
the Polabian word-stock. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
German loan-words were not only phonologically assimilated, most of 
them were also morphologically adapted to the grammatical system of 
Polabian; they were inflected according to the native paradigms as well as 
often gaining native prefixes or suffixes, for example, liik/gliik (Middle 
Low German (g)liick) 'luck', genitive singular liiko/gliiko (< *((g)liik-) 
-a), t'arl 'man, husband, fellow' (Middle Low German kerle), dative 
singular t'arlau (< *(kerl-)~u), praibiivat (< *pri-(Middle Low German 
buw-yati) 'to build onto', snoroste (< "(Middle Low German snór-) 
-'astbjb) 'fringed'. 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
The only colour terms which are attested are bole(< *beh>jb) 'white', come 
(< *cfnbjb) 'black', carvene(< *črvervbjb) 'red', saive(< *sivbjb) 'grey'. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
Gldva (< *golva) 'head', vat'ti (< *(v)oko) 'eye', nos (< *nosb) 'nose', 
vauxii/vaixii (< *(v)uxo) 'ear', vausta/vdista (< (v)usta) 'mouth', vlós, 
plural vldsai (< *volsb, *volsy) 'hair', vdjo/vdja (< *vyja) 'neck', rdmęt 
(< *ormę) 'arm', rpka(< *rpka) 'hand', polac(< *ра1ьсь) 'finger, toe', niiga 
(< *noga) 'leg', stiipa (< * stopa) 'foot', borst'a (Middle Low German borst) 
'chest'. The word for 'heart' is not attested. 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
Motai (< *mati) 'mother', lola (< *ljalja), also fader (Middle Low German 
vader), aita (Germanic, compare Old Frisian heitha) 'father', sestra 
(< * sestra) 'sister', brot(< *bratb) 'brother', strdjefka (< *stryjevbka) 'aunt, 
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father's sister', vaujefka (< *(v)ujevbka) 'aunt, mother's sister', straja 
(< * stryja ) 'uncle, father's brother', vauja(< ( v)uja) 'uncle, mother's brother', 
tetanę (origin unclear, but compare LSo. śeśeńe 'great nephew') 'cousin's 
child', grotka (Middle Low German groteke) 'grandmother', store lola 
(< * starbjb Ijalja) or grotefor (Low German grotevadr) 'grandfather ' , zena 
(< *zena) 'woman, wife', t'arl (Middle Low German kerle) 'man, fellow, 
husband', defka (< *devbka) 'girl, daughter', vđtriik (< *(v)otrokb), also 
sainka(< *synbka) 'son'. 

6 Dialects 
Owing to the paucity of the written records, little can be said about the 
dialects of Polabian. A close scrutiny of the notation used in the records 
shows that part of what has been considered to be spelling inconsistencies 
is due to the dialectal differentiation of the language. Three dialects have 
been distinguished in Polabian: the Suthen dialect (represented by Parum 
Schultze), the Liichow dialect (represented by Pfeffinger) and the Klennow 
dialect (represented by Hennig; see section 1). The most evident differ-
ences among them related to the results of certain sound changes. The orig-
inal syllabic / changed into и in Schultze's and Pfeffinger's dialects, but into 
au in Hennig's dialect; the original vowel *u in strong positions was diph-
thongized (depending on the environment, see 2.1.2) into au or ai in the 
dialect represented by Hennig, but only into ai in Schultze's and 
Pfeffinger's dialects; Pfeffinger's dialect had preserved some remnants of 
original č, ž, š, whereas the two other dialects had completely changed the 
original č, i, i into c, z, s (see 2.1, 2.1.2). 
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